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     Interview of FORMER STAFFER A, conducted
virtually.

     Pursuant to agreement, before Kevin Kiser,
Notary Public in and for the Commonwealth of
Virginia
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              P R O C E E D I N G S
         MR. BROWN:  This is Jeff Brown with the
Office of Congressional Ethics.  With me is my
colleague, Helen Eisner, as well as Anna Ellison.
Before us we have Former Staffer A, and we are
undertaking a remote video interview.  It is July
31st.  It is about 5:50 p.m. Eastern Standard Time.
         Former Staffer A has been given a copy of
the false statements warning and has signed the
acknowledgement, and with that we will get started.
         Former Staffer A, is it okay if I call you
Former Staffer A?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yes, sir.
         MR. BROWN:  I shouldn't just assume that.
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yeah, that's fine.
         MR. BROWN:  All right.  We will get
started.  So, Former Staffer A, you -- you don't
work for Representative Palazzo anymore; you work
elsewhere.  Where are you currently employed?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  I'm a unit program
coordinator with the 81st Medical Sports Squadron
at Keesler Air Force Base in Mississippi.
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         MR. BROWN:  Okay.  And is that the -- is
that the role you've had since you left the
Congressman's office?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yes, sir.  I got
employed there October 1st of 2018.
         MR. BROWN:  Okay.  So that helps me.  So
previously you were employed with Representative
Palazzo.  Can you give me rough time frames in
which you were employed with him?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  There was -- I want to
make sure I give you the right dates.  I want to
say it was February, the very first week of
February 2017, until July 30th, if I remember
correctly, of 2018.
         MR. BROWN:  Okay.  And how was it that you
came to work in the Congressman's office?  How'd
you get hired?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  I actually had just
separated from the military September of '16.  I
was -- worked at the Armed Forces Retirement Home
down here in Mississippi, and I was just looking
for other opportunities, applied for a position
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through Indeed, and I actually received a call from
Bridgette.  I apologize, I don't remember her last
name, but she worked in the office and offered me a
position.
         MR. BROWN:  Okay.  And what was that
position?  What was the role you were hired into?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  As the military and VA
caseworker.
         MR. BROWN:  Okay.  And I can probably
guess what that entailed, but can you tell us a
little bit about what your role was?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  I was the only
caseworker in that particular branch down in the
Biloxi area, and I would handle any of the
constituent inquiries that would come through,
whether it was by phone, email, or any other
various entity that came through.
         Ms. Anita Bourn, in our Hattiesburg
office, would kind of vet through them and send
them to the representatives at the various
locations.  And then I would just follow up with
the constituent, find out what their issues were
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and how the representative could assist them.
         I would reach out to the various agencies
that applied to their situation to get a result for
them.  If it took longer than 30 days, I would
follow up every 30 days with the agency and give
that constituent a follow-up message.
         MR. BROWN:  You mentioned Anita.  Was that
the individual that you reported to within the
Congressman's office?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  No, sir.  She was the
head caseworker out of the Hattiesburg office, but
I actually reported to I want to say it was
Bridgette at first, but then it became Michele
Gargiulo when she took over the position as -- as
her position.  I don't recall what the name of it
is.
         MR. BROWN:  And Michele and Bridgette,
they were both in the Biloxi office with you,
correct?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Correct.  Correct.
         MR. BROWN:  Okay.  Was Leslie Churchwell,
was she in that office as well?
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         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yes, she was.  She was
our scheduler.  And at the time of my hiring, TJ
Moran was one of the representatives who would go
out, as well as -- we called him Hass (phonetic).
I'm trying to think of his -- Mr. Ladner.  I don't
remember his first name.
         MR. BROWN:  And okay.  Those are all the
individuals who were working in the Biloxi District
Office during the time frame in which you were
employed with the Congressman?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yes, sir.  We did have
various interns, but they were the most consistent
individuals in that office.
         MR. BROWN:  Okay.
         MS. EISNER:  And just to get all the names
out there for the transcript, is Bridgette's last
name Jones?  Is that -- does that seem familiar?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yes.  Yes, it does.
I'm sorry.  It's just been a little while.
         MS. EISNER:  Yeah, and just, you know, as
background so you know, when it comes to dates and
names, we just want you to tell us to the extent
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that you remember.
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yes, ma'am.
         MS. EISNER:  I mean, we're not going to
hold it against you if you don't remember a
specific date or a specific name.  It's just
whatever you can recall.
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yes, ma'am.
         MR. BROWN:  I was already very impressed
that you could remember it was the first week of
February 2017 you started there, so.
         FORMER STAFFER A:  My birthday's February
1st, so it was around my birthday.
         MR. BROWN:  Okay.  At some point you
separated from the Congressman's office.  Can you
tell us about that?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yes, sir.  So I want to
say it was around May time frame.  I had come home
one evening and I found out that my grandfather was
very seriously ill and they had given him probably
until the end of the week.  Again, it was Monday
night.
         So I contacted Michele and told her I
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needed to leave and go see him at least before time
had passed and I was no longer able to.  So she
said that was fine.
         I immediately packed up my car and headed
to El Paso, Texas, which is about a 17, 19-hour
drive.  Got there and found out Wednesday that it
was a little bit more serious than we had initially
thought.  The doctors gave him 30 days.  By the
time I got there, they gave him a week, and hospice
was actually involved.  He had passed away that
Saturday after I arrived.
         And I reached out to Michele and explained
to her what had occurred.  She told me we really
didn't have anything in place as far as
bereavement, but we did have another -- he wasn't
an intern.  He was actually -- initially started
out at the Biloxi office.  His name is Tyler.  But
he had transferred to the D.C. office.  He had a
death in his family within days of mine.
         So they told me go ahead, just take the
time you need for the funeral but keep me updated.
So we had the funeral the following Wednesday, and
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then I headed back home and I started that Monday
after.
         Came into work, and obviously considering
the circumstances, I was not myself.  Was doing as
best as I could, but I was not mentally there, and
Michele had sat down with me and told me my
performance just was not up to the standards that
it had been, that I had come in late a few times,
and that they were going to put me on a 30-day
probationary period and then they would revisit it.
         So after that I went back to my office and
I started an Excel spreadsheet, because I'm very
much about lists, very Type A, and I recorded
everything I did at every moment every day for
those 30 days.  If I went to the restroom, if I
picked up the phone in the middle of working on a
case I recorded it.  So that way at the end of the
30-day period I could substantiate and show them
the level of work that I was doing.
         Towards the end I kind of was keeping
track of it about the three-and-a-half, four-week
mark and I had performed actually even more cases
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during that time than I had been doing previously.
         Woke up one day, I woke up late, and the
very first thing that came to my mind is this is
it.  This is the day I'm going to be let go.  Came
into work and I immediately started working.  I did
notify them that I was running late.  Came into
work and started immediately on a case, and Michele
asked if I could come into the break room, that her
and Leslie wanted to speak to me.  I told her, "No
problem."  And she asked if I had any upcoming
appointments, and I did a little bit later on but I
was clear for about an hour.
         So I came and sat down and she told me,
you know, we're here to do your 30-day review, you
know, you've had some improvement, but it's still
not quite to the level that we feel it should be so
we're going to go ahead and let you go.  And she
said being that I'm a single mother, the
Congressman wanted to make sure that I got at least
two months of severance pay to help me while I'm in
my search for a new position.  I didn't argue, I
didn't fight, I kind of already suspected that was
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coming.
         I did provide them copies of everything
that I had been doing for those 30 days.  I had
printed it out.  I had gone into the meeting --
because I suspected that's what it was about.  She
had said, "Thank you," asked if I had any comments.
I said no.  I told her, "Do you want me to sit down
with Lela Bremen," because at the time she had been
hired on, and go over some of my VIP cases.  And
she said, "No.  I want you to grab what you can,
grab your stuff, and walk out the back door."  I
said, "Do I need to let anybody know?"  She says,
"Nope.  You will tell nobody nothing.  You're just
going to grab your stuff and then quietly leave."
So I said, "Okay."
         So I went back to my office and I started
packing it up.  I called my cousin at the time, who
had my vehicle.  He was running some errands for
me.  And I told him, "You need to turn around and
come pick me up."
         So I packed everything and I -- my office
was close to the back door.  I set everything
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outside and came back in and I took everything that
I needed to give to Gabbi -- she was working at the
front desk -- and told her as far as some calls
these individuals need to be called back but to
forward it to Lela.  She said, "Are you okay?"  I
said, "No.  I'm leaving."  She goes, "Okay.  Are
you coming back?"  I said, "No.  I'm done."  And I
didn't say anything more.  I just walked out the
back door.
         I found out later that Lela and the other
staffers were told to have no communication with
me, that I was not supposed to speak to them about
anything, and if I did for them to notify Leslie or
Michele or somebody as far as if I was talking
about certain circumstances.
         I found out weeks later that Leslie had
made a comment -- and excuse my language, but this
is how it was given to me -- that she sure hopes
that I'm not opening up my fucking mouth and
talking about her boss or we're going to have
problems.
         I didn't say anything to anybody.  I had
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signed a non-disclosure agreement.  I assumed, you
know, if I opened up my mouth and made any comments
I would lose the severance package.  And I have
four kids.  Again, as a single mother, I can't
afford to lose any income.
         MR. BROWN:  Let me stop you right there
and let me unpack a little bit of that, and then I
want to hear you tell me the rest of the story.
         You said that you were offered two months
severance.
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yes.
         MR. BROWN:  And was this you said Michele
and Leslie that you sat down with to discuss this?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Correct.  Correct.
         MR. BROWN:  So you're -- you come in --
about how late were you that day?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  I arrived by 9:00, so
about an hour late.
         MR. BROWN:  Okay.  After you arrived,
Michele and Leslie asked to sit down with you in a
private room it sounds like?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  The conference room,
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yes, sir.
         MR. BROWN:  How did that conversation
start?  Can you tell me a little bit more about
what was said?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  To the best that I can
recall, because it has been some time, you know, I
came in, she asked for me to close the door behind
her and, you know, it was a very formal affair.
Her and Leslie were on the other end of the table
from me.  And she said that we were here to discuss
my 30-day probationary period and to talk about
where we go from here at this point.  So it was
kind of perceived as we're just going over your
evaluation, but I knew walking in there it was more
of a termination.
         MR. BROWN:  And when the severance comes
out, was there any -- was there any paperwork that
you were provided at the time?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  I was not given
anything to take home.  I cannot recall whether or
not I signed anything.  But they did inform me I
would get some documentation from the Human
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Resources Department, an individual there.
         In fact, I actually did not receive any
paperwork for about 30 days, and the paperwork I
did receive just told me to take that form with me
to the unemployment office.
         So when I called the Human Resources
Department to follow up, they said it was listed in
the computer as if I had voluntarily quit, not that
I was fired.  And that's the only reason why I
hadn't gone to unemployment beforehand.
         MR. BROWN:  But as I understand, you said
previously the offer that was made to you was
for --
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Two months' pay.
         MR. BROWN:  Two months of pay.
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yes, sir.
         MR. BROWN:  Okay.  Was there any
expectation that you would be doing any work --
         FORMER STAFFER A:  None.
         MR. BROWN:  -- during those two months?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  None.  I was told to
not come back to the office.
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         MR. BROWN:  And this was two months of pay
at your -- whatever the salary was that you were
making at the time?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Correct, while I was
searching for new employment, yes, sir.
         MR. BROWN:  And was this in addition to or
separate from any accrued leave?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  No.  We didn't even
discuss my leave situation.  I was actually in the
hole, you might say.  From my understanding, the
Congressman only allots ten days annual leave per
employee.  So because I had used that time to go
ahead of the funeral, that counted towards my
leave.  I was already in the hole according to
them.
         MR. BROWN:  And by "in the hole," you
essentially mean you just didn't have any --
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Correct.
         MR. BROWN:  -- any accrued leave that they
should be paying you out for?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Correct.
         MR. BROWN:  Go ahead, Helen.
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         MS. EISNER:  Did you -- so with the
paperwork that you received about 30 days later
approximately, did that include a non-disclosure
agreement?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  No, ma'am.  And I tried
finding it to show you.  I did locate it later, but
it's just a very typed up memo.  It does not have
anything personable showing my name or dates.  All
it states is to take that letter to the
unemployment office.  And it has like the Human
Resources Department contact information to
validate that I was employed.
         MS. EISNER:  Okay.  If you -- if you do
have that you would be able to pass that along to
us?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Oh, yes, ma'am.
         MS. EISNER:  That would be great.
         FORMER STAFFER A:  I'm sorry.
         MS. EISNER:  Oh, no, that's fine.
Sometimes -- this happens all the time.  People
just recall things as they're going through the
process.  That's completely fine.
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         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yes, ma'am.
         MS. EISNER:  So because you said a little
bit earlier that you -- I think you said you kept
your mouth shut when you left because of the
non-disclosure.
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yes.
         MS. EISNER:  And is that something that
was just communicated to you or -- if you could
help me understand if you ever signed a
non-disclosure agreement.
         FORMER STAFFER A:  I did sign a
non-disclosure.  I know Lela never got one because
she went through the Wounded Warrior -- and I
apologize if I'm bringing her up, but our jobs were
very similar.  I did have to sign one in the
beginning.  Bridgette made sure that I had one on
file in their books, because I had to go through
and read -- it was a binder they had with like some
of the ethics and what we were and were not allowed
to do and talk about, and I had to sign the
non-disclosure agreement after that.
         MR. BROWN:  So this is a non-disclosure
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agreement that you signed when you started in
Representative Palazzo's office?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Correct.  Correct.
         MR. BROWN:  And so when you're talking
about, you know, being required not to say anything
when you were terminated, that was somebody --
either Leslie or Michele -- reminding you that you
had signed a non-disclosure agreement?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Yes.  Yes, sir.
         MS. EISNER:  Okay.  And is everyone who
works in the office, besides Lela because she came
through a different path, required to sign this
type of non-disclosure agreement?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  We're supposed to.
Within the first week we're supposed to read over
this binder.  I mean, it's very dry and boring.
But following reading through that --
         MS. EISNER:  I'm sorry.  We understand.
         FORMER STAFFER A:  After reading it,
though, we are required to sign a non-disclosure
agreement, and then that is kept on file.
Bridgette was holding onto them, but I think it
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went into Michele's office eventually.
         MS. EISNER:  And during your time in the
office, how often did people mention the
non-disclosure agreement [audio cuts out] in
relation to things that you learned or things that
you were doing?  And I want to separate that from
the time after you departed from the office.  Just
during your time was the non-disclosure agreement
something that was discussed?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Not around me.
Obviously there are conversations that they have
privately amongst, you know, the Congressmen,
Michele and whatnot.  But it was never mentioned
after me from that point.  I did deal with a lot
of, you know, PI, HIPAA information, just because
of the release forms.  But I think it was just
implied that I would understand after that point,
especially being prior military.
         MR. BROWN:  Did you ever get a copy of the
non-disclosure agreement that you signed
originally?
         FORMER STAFFER A:  I do want to say yes,
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but I didn't see a copy, so I don't -- my
assumption is it might have been something that I
kept in my office there.  But I don't have it on
me.  I'm going to try looking one other place to
see if I could find it for you.
         MR. BROWN:  Okay.  Thank you.
         FORMER STAFFER A:  Uh-huh.
         MR. BROWN:  Go ahead, Helen.
         MS. EISNER:  So one of the things -- just
to kind of go back to the beginning of your story
about how things transpired in the last month
before you were terminated.  You know, you've sort
of given us a picture of what happened with your --
with the passing of your grandfather and then
coming back to the office and that period of time
where you kept track of your records.  What is not
clear to me is why -- what the reason was -- what
reason was provided for why you were terminated and
why you think you were terminated.  So if you could
go into that a little bit.
         FORMER STAFFER A:  So I know Mississippi
is a -- I think the word's like a no fault state --
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they don't have to really give a reason before they
terminate you.  I know I was the only caseworker
down there initially for a while, and I was
handling all the -- all the cases for Hancock,
Harrison, and Jackson County that were related to
military and VA.  So I had a substantial workload
on me.
         When Lela got hired on, the assumption was
she was going to take some of that off because she
was also prior military.  They did give her some
cases, but she became more of a projects person.
They would send her on a lot of different meetings
that the -- not meetings so much -- events.  She
would go to some of those events.  She would handle
some of our bigger projects.  So I still did the
brunt of the force.
         Again, like I said, there were -- you
know, there was a couple times I would be a few
minutes late here, a few minutes late there.  I
would always text and let somebody know, because
even being military it was just kind of ingrained
into me.  There were times that, you know, I was
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five minutes late coming in and Leslie wasn't there
yet either.  But it was okay if Leslie wasn't there
because she's the one who would open up.  She's the
only one with a key, her, Michele, and Bridgette.
So if we got there earlier, we would just wait for
her anyways.
         It became very catty in the office at some
point where it was kind of the gossip and what
they're going through and what they're talking
about, and I was more so separated.  As the
caseworker I always stayed in my office.  I always
did the cases.  I didn't really get put in a lot of
those other conversations.
         So I don't fully know why I was fired
other than, you know, I was late.  But I felt like
my performance had shown otherwise.  I was able to
substantiate it.  I know they were monitoring
everything that I was doing on the computer during
that last 30 days because we did have one situation
where a constituent -- I had reached out to the
Social Security office and I had sent them a letter
on letterhead, Congressman Palazzo's letterhead,
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